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Combination Bodies that Work Year-round

ALL PURPOSE BODIES
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We know that people rely on you to keep them moving all 
winter long and that your work doesn’t stop there. It’s what 
drives us to make quality solutions you can depend on year 
after year. Crafted in the USA by skilled tradesmen, using 
advanced manufacturing processes, our factory is designed 
to efficiently build high quality all purpose bodies to your 
exact specifications. The way we see it, no one knows your 
stakeholders’ needs better than you. 

So our new APB Select line of All Purpose Bodies provide 
you with even more possibilities. With more feature options 
and cellular manufacturing techniques, Swenson efficiently 
delivers custom-made equipment when and where you need 
it. Carbon or stainless steel; dual auger, single auger, belt 
or chain… you name it and we can build it… at the most 
competitive prices available. And once you take delivery of 
the equipment, you are not alone. Over the course of over 
80 years we have built an extensive network of authorized 
Swenson dealers, all certified, all at your beck and call.

Built-To-Spec – The Swenson Way

CUSTOM ALL-PURPOSE BODIES

Floor Style
Choose from flat or sloped sides  
to match your priorities.

Size
Choose the length, width, and height 
to provide the capacity you need while 
fitting the equipment you have.  

Note: Some sizes and combinations may 
limit the availability of other options.
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Material
Choose from primed carbon 

steel, or stainless steel so that you 
can have the look and quality that is 

right for you.

Conveyor
Conveyance options include drag 
chain, dual auger.  

Note: Conveyor options may be limited 
due to size and drive selected.

Options & Accessories 
Choose the from pre-wet options, ladders, 
aprons, top screens and more to customize 
and APB unique to your needs. 
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APB2

 Specifications
Size 9-16' lengths  

Side Slope None, flat floor

Capacity 4.5-16.5 cu. yd. dependent on size

Drive Hydraulic

Cab-Axle Length Dependant on configuration 

Weight Empty Dependent on configuration

Construction
Stainless steel, carbon steel,  
primed and ready to paint

Conveyor
Removable cartridge with drag chain 
conveyor

Spread Width 4-40'

Safety Features ICC LED lights with harness

Warranty 1 year

Options &  
Accessories 

AR 450 conveyor plate, apron, 
reversing valve, diverter valve, three 
way tailgate, High temp belt-over-
chain with sealers, top grate screens, 
dual body prop, ladder, pre wet 
system swing away spinner

Highlights
❱ Designed to fit truck classes 7+ (30,001 lbs. + GVWR)
❱ Ideal for use by municipality fleets, landscapers, and  
 private contractors
❱ All in one spreader & dump body multi-season solution
❱ Patented 24˝ removable conveyor system 
❱ Flat floor
❱ 6:1 spur gearbox
❱ 8 tooth sprocket and 2˝ drive shaft provides smooth  
 conveyance of material
❱ 20˝ spinner disc
❱ Handles most materials 
❱ Made in the USA
❱ 1 Year Warranty

A year-round workhorse the flat floor APB2 
offers maximum capacity and versatility to 
meet your spreading and hauling needs. The 
cartridge conveyor design helps to protect 
your equipment while being incredibly easy 
to service and repair.

Optional pre-wet pumps 
improve material performance 
and efficiency.

Telescopic spinner provides 
options to adjust material 
placement.

Patented removable conveyor system allows 
conveyor to be easily serviced
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APB2S

 Specifications
Size 9-16' lengths

Side Slope 38° sloped slides

Capacity 4.5-16.5 cu. yd. dependent on size

Drive Hydraulic

Cab-Axle Length Dependent on configuration

Weight Empty Dependent on configuration

Construction
Stainless steel, carbon steel,  
primed and ready to paint

Conveyor
Removable cartridge with drag chain 
conveyor

Spread Width 4-40'

Safety Features ICC LED lights with harness

Warranty 1 year

Options &  
Accessories 

AR 450 conveyor plate, apron, 
reversing valve, diverter valve, three 
way tailgate, High temp belt-over-
chain with sealers, top grate screens, 
dual body prop, ladder, pre wet 
system swing away spinner

Highlights
❱ Designed to fit truck classes 7+ (30,001 lbs. + GVWR)
❱ Ideal for use by municipality fleets, landscapers, and  
 private contractors
❱ All in one spreader & dump body multi-season solution
❱ Patented 24˝ removable conveyor system 
❱ Flat floor
❱ 6:1 spur gearbox
❱ 8 tooth sprocket and 2˝ drive shaft provides smooth  
 conveyance of material
❱ 20˝ spinner disc
❱ Handles most materials 
❱ Made in the USA
❱ 1 Year Warranty

Highlights
❱ Designed to fit truck classes 7+ (30,001 lbs. + GVWR)
❱ Ideal for use by municipality fleets, landscapers, and  
 private contractors
❱ All in one spreader & dump body multi-season solution
❱ Patented 24˝ removable conveyor system 
❱ 38° sloped slides
❱ 6:1 spur gearbox
❱ 8 tooth sprocket and 2˝ drive shaft provides smooth  
 conveyance of material
❱ 20˝ spinner disc
❱ Handles most materials 
❱ Made in the USA
❱ 1 Year Warranty

The sloped sides of the APB2S enhance 
materiel flow to the conveyor while lowering the 
center of gravity for improved maneuverability. 
The cartridge conveyor design helps to protect 
your equipment while being incredibly easy to 
service and repair. 

Keep unwanted debris out of
your all purpose body with
optional top screens.

Optional pre-wet pumps 
improve material performance 
and efficiency.

Patented removable conveyor system allows 
conveyor to be easily serviced
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APB Select

 Specifications
Size 9 -16' lengths     

Side Slope
Flat floor or 21°, 38° and 45° sloped 
sides

Capacity 5.6 - 13.7 cu yd. dependent on size

Drive Hydraulic

Cab-Axle Length Dependant on configuration

Weight Empty Dependent on configuration

Construction
Stainless steel, carbon steel,
primed and ready to paint

Spread Width 4-40'

Safety Features ICC LED lights with harness

Warranty 1 year

Options &  
Accessories 

AR 450 conveyor plate, apron, high 
temp belt-over-chain with sealers, 
top grate screens, dual body prop, 
ladder, swing away spinner

Highlights
❱ Designed to fit truck classes 6+  
 (19,501 + GVWR)
❱ Ideal for use by municipality fleets, landscapers, and  
 private contractors
❱ Versatile all in one spreader & dump body  
 multi-season solution
❱ Available with front discharge, rear discharge or both
❱ Available with flat floor or 22°, 38° or 45° side slopes 
❱ Double acting tailgate opens up for dumping, stays  
 down for flat hauling 
❱ Dual auger version has enclosed trough system to prevent  
 materiel leakage and extend the life of your equipment
❱ 20˝ spinner disc
❱ Handles most materials 
❱ Made in the USA
❱ 1 Year Warranty

The APB Select is a completely customize-able 
All Purpose Body built to your spec. 

Select the size, floor slope, and conveyor. 
Then, add options and accessories to build a 
machine that meets your needs. 

Optional pre-wet pumps 
improve material performance 
and efficiency.

Adjustable spinner can be 
mounted on various height 
vehicles.

Keep unwanted debris out of 
your all purpose body with 
optional top screens.
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OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

Highlights
❱ Designed to fit truck classes 6+  
 (19,501 + GVWR)
❱ Ideal for use by municipality fleets, landscapers, and  
 private contractors
❱ Versatile all in one spreader & dump body  
 multi-season solution
❱ Available with front discharge, rear discharge or both
❱ Available with flat floor or 22°, 38° or 45° side slopes 
❱ Double acting tailgate opens up for dumping, stays  
 down for flat hauling 
❱ Dual auger version has enclosed trough system to prevent  
 materiel leakage and extend the life of your equipment
❱ 20˝ spinner disc
❱ Handles most materials 
❱ Made in the USA
❱ 1 Year Warranty

Ladders provide convenient, stable access to your dump body. 
Choose from rigid, slide-out or fold down ladders.

Ladders

Optional pre-wet systems improve material performance and 
efficiency. Select from side or tailgate tank options.

Pre-wet systems

Keep unwanted debris out of your all purpose body with optional 
top screens.

Top screens 

Extend the life of your equipment and protect your chassis from the 
harmful effects of corrosive materials with an optional apron.

Aprons

With three different axis adjustments the telescopic spinner is easy 
to customize for optimal material placement or storage. 

Telescopic Spinner 

Patented removable conveyor system allows conveyor to be 
easily serviced

Removable Conveyor
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